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Editorial 

 
Djibril al-Ayad 

 

 
 
We talk a lot about hope here in TFF, the radical 
courage that it takes to imagine a future that isn’t always 
as bad, not in all ways, as the world we seem to be 
building. But it’s equally important sometimes to dare to 
admit how bad things are, that they may get worse 
before they get better, not to mention remind ourselves 
of the worst that could happen (science fiction is a 
warning, not a promise). This doesn’t mean that we 
must be hopeless, only that the future worth fighting for 
is going to need a real, hard fight. 

And so this month we have stories and poems that hit 
us hard, with tales of environmental apocalypse, 
dystopian struggle and exploitation, neglect, body 
horror, invisible disability, terminal illness, and surreal, 
inescapable monsters. But we also have beauty, humour, 
fantasy, feminism, irrepressible underdogs and 
radicalism. We also need to own our horrors, to hold 
onto our victories and joys, even if they are now just 
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memories, to take the fight on our own terms. If we 
have to go all the way to hell to find the path back out, 
then—see you there! 

And so come and enjoy and be invigorated by the 
grittily beautiful words of Avra, Jennifer, Kit, Marianne, 
Marie, P.L., Sean and Vanessa; the fabulously weird 
artwork of Cécile, Eric, Fluffgar, Josep, Joyce, 
Katharine, L.E. and Sarah. They all see the world in 
ways that help us make sense of it, even if it’s not 
always the sense we’d like to find, it’s the one we need 
to be reminded of. 

We’ve something a little different for you next time, 
but we’re back to our regular programming for the June 
issue. See you then! 

 
Djibril al-Ayad, January 2022 

 
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog: 

http://press.futurefire.net/2022/01/new-issue-
202260.html 

http://press.futurefire.net/p/tff-noir.html


	

 

Before We Drown 
Vanessa Fogg 

 

 
Illustration © 2022, Katharine A. Viola. 

 
My love, I can see through time. I never told you; it 
doesn’t happen often. But every now and then time’s 
surface thins, the way a heavy sheet of rain might 
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lighten into single drops, before thundering down in an 
opaque wall again. 

Right now, as the rain falls and water rises in the 
streets below, I’m thinking of a moment from twenty 
years ago. A moment in late August, a bright blue sky. 
Do you remember? A spontaneous weekend getaway, 
just before Labor Day. We left work early and drove 
four hours to the city on the lake, the city we loved. Do 
you remember dinner that night, fried chicken in the 
hole-in-the wall near our hotel? Do you remember 
sleeping in late the next day, sunlight pooling on white 
sheets? Your bare feet on mine. Do you remember the 
Hokusai exhibit at the art museum, the concert in the 
park, cocktails at the hotel’s rooftop bar? An overpriced 
dinner at an overhyped restaurant we couldn’t afford? 
Do you remember how normal it once was to do all 
this—to just get in the car and go; to walk fearlessly into 
a restaurant and crowded indoor spaces; to hold my 
hand above the city lights; to breathe in easily; to laugh 
while walking down streets that are no more, in a city 
that is no more, wrecked by rain and flood and time. Do 
you remember? 

Yes, I know, we have to go. You’re packing our 
things, and still trying to get a cell phone signal. We 
have to evacuate. Again. 

But first, my love: listen to me. Do you remember 
that moment between storms? Between the plagues and 
floods and flame? That moment when we were free? 

It was just a weekend getaway. One among the many 
we’ve shared. Not our honeymoon, not our wedding 
day, not the first time we said, “I love you,” or even our 
first trip together. But there are small moments that 
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flash like lightning. That glow against the backdrop of 
time, shining when all else fades. 

Come with me. Yes, the waters are rising, but come 
back with me to that long-ago moment. Not to the first 
night in the downtown hotel, or the night after; not to 
the rooftop bar or concert or anything we posted on 
Instagram from that weekend. Not to the weekend as a 
whole, but to a single instant of it. 

A single instant is all that’s needed. 
Remember: walking along a pedestrian bridge, the 

roar of traffic around and below us. Flowers potted 
along the bridge railings—gladiolas, I think. Slender 
flames of red and gold and orange. The sky above, so 
blue. And the lake before us, a deeper blue against the 
blue sky. The pandemic was briefly on hold. We wore 
no masks. The lake was calm, the shoreline intact; the 
lock gates on the river held. No one we knew had ever 
died. We were young, and euphoric to just be together; 
to have left our university town for the weekend, to feel 
free. All the world was alight, glowing sharply in the 
late summer sun. The skyscrapers of the city were 
mirrors for light, reflective towers of glass and steel. 
And the two of us on that bridge, crossing thin air, 
holding hands and drawing in light with each breath. 

Can you see it? Can you feel the light in your lungs? 
I told you that I sometimes see through time. I saw 

through it then. Time’s layers peeled away, and I saw 
everything at once. Anyone could have predicted it, but 
I saw it: the coming storms, the lake flooding that bright 
city, and the ocean taking other cities along the coasts, 
around the world. I saw us here, in this present moment. 
Thousands of miles from where we started, in a foreign 
land, the sea at our door. I saw us meeting for the first 
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time, nervous and excited, a blind date at a boba tea 
shop. I saw into the distant past. Images superimposed 
upon one another: rivers running with trash and blood 
and glass; tides of cholera, typhus, smallpox, and more; 
cars swept down highways by floodwaters; a skyscraper 
collapsing; a horse struggling and sinking in the mud 
and sewage of a nineteenth-century street. 

You’re not going to get a cell phone signal, my dear. 
The power is out. There’s no rescue coming. Come 
stand here with me. We’ve already climbed as high as 
we can go. 

The lost city by the lake was built on mud, on 
drained swampland. This city, too. There is no solid 
ground. We’ve lost every home. We never had the 
children we dreamed of. I see dead people struggle and 
sink in the mud. Fire sometimes falls from clear blue 
skies. But there once was a sky that was flawless, 
curving over a concrete pedestrian bridge. 

You held my hand then; hold my hand now. I saved 
that moment, you see. I knew it for what it was, and I 
tucked it in my pocket and sewed it up tight. There are 
moments that would seem unremarkable to any 
outsider—but that flash within us like lightning, lighting 
up the inner landscapes of our lives. 

Close your eyes. Here’s the moment. Time ripples, 
and we can step through its parting curtain. Remember. 
Remember the light between storms, the light on the 
water. That vanishingly thin window of clear weather—
the last that we would ever know. We were young and 
hopeful. There is no fear. We’re crossing the bridge 
now. The gladiolas are slender flames. The lake is a 
calm shimmer, a deeper blue against blue sky. Your 
hand tight in mine. Everywhere, there is light. We’re 
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floating in it, drawing it in with each breath. A wave is 
rising, and we’re drowning; we’re drowning in light. 



	

 

Ten Degrees of Freedom 
Sean Chua 

 

 
Illustration © 2022, Fluffgar. 

 
The rings are solid, warm to the touch, speckled under 
the bright lights of the examination hall. My fingers dig 
right in, pushing against the whirring spin. From an 
external perspective it looks as if there is no room for 
them to fit. But from an internal perspective there is no 
contradiction at all. The laws of w-space are immutable: 
the rings fit together perfectly. It’s simply that my 
fingers do not. 

Snap, snap. 
Fascinating, I think, the way fingers bend in four. I 

take the rings apart and it hurts a little less. I take a deep 
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breath and put the rings together. My fingers break 
again. Snap. 

From behind the tinted glass, a marshal clicks a pen. 

 
Here’s a primer on higher-dimensional space. The 

fourth dimension is w, not time. Ten degrees of 
freedom: four of movement, six of spin. 

The w-engine spins three planes along w, revealing 
unseen faces, axes, depths. Objects in w-space are larger 
than they seem. Spun by the engines, they grow and 
recede, showing their true forms: polyp, prism, star. 

There is a war in w, in a galaxy far away. They give 
us new bodies to fight it. Mine is a brilliantly-faceted 
thing, all polyhedra and cage, musculature and wing, 
hardpoint and glistening bone. The plates fit snugly 
around the curvature of my skin. 

The first time I’m sealed in, I nearly throw up on the 
screens. 

 
In a station far beyond the furthest planet, the 

marshals teach me how to dance. Under their ever-
present eyes I perform pirouettes and orbital injections 
for them, fouettés and finite burns, somersaults off the 
surfaces of half-formed planetoids. 

Each time I bend into w, it hurts a little less. The 
body withstands damage to its occupant, twisting to 
accommodate every warp, weft, and weave. From the 
depths of my new chest, military-grade w-engines flutter 
like twinned gyroscopes. I learn to rend myself again 
and again, splaying my body across lightless skies. 
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Kilometres of gristle. Hypervolumes of bone. Too 
large and too clumsy to hold in one piece. 

From the microphone, a voice barks: “Faster.” 
This time, I nail the angle right. From an external 

perspective, my bones crack and sift, becoming thin and 
weightless as threads. From an internal perspective, 
nothing’s changed at all. 

“Perfect,” barks the marshal. “Once more, from the 
top.” 

Eventually I stop thinking of myself as whole. In w, 
all form is a matter of rotation: with enough momentum, 
I imagine that I can become anywhere, be any shape, be 
many, be all. 

 
There are others at the station, one from each colony. 

Names escape our plural forms: these are bodies that 
stretch and shift, bodies that wrap around themselves, 
bodies that morph like inkblots against the ceramic of 
the station’s hull. Bodies that hold space for others, or 
only hold space for themselves. Bodies resplendent in 
day and radiant by night. 

None show the same face twice. 
When we are assigned as combat partners, my 

partner tells me a secret. “The enemy we fight,” they 
whisper, “is not human.” 

I laugh, unfurling. “Since when have we been?” 

 
They send us running drills through the asteroid 

belts. 
It’s hard work, but the body doesn’t need sleep. We 

learn fast to avoid the hits, to spin away surface area we 
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don’t need. We learn faster to cheat the distance, eliding 
three dimensions with the help of the fourth. Four-
dimensional space becomes an instrument of the body: 
push into it to cross that gap, then pull back to skirt the 
next. We push and pull and push again until our 
thrusters run dry and our control surfaces ache with 
every twist. We do it until our wings tear, splitting 
vertically down our spines. Then we go out again, 
because pain melts in the exuberance of becoming 
something new. 

We do it a hundred, a thousand times more. Each 
time our bodies heal, rejoin, comply. 

Still the sharp rocks tear into our skin. We barely 
have seconds before the timer beeps again and we’re 
each spinning off, alone, into the black. 

The marshals call for time. Scores are tallied. We can 
sense them watching behind the silvered glass of the 
bridge with their tablets, plotting charts of best times. 
Deciding who’s to be vanguard or cannon fodder, who’s 
to pass or fail. 

It’s all conjecture on our end, of course. Space is far 
too cold to hold a grudge. At night, we lick each other’s 
wounds in the shadow of the station’s hull. 

 
Under the hull we share secrets with each other. Not 

through the radios—the marshals are always 
watching—but through gesture, touch, and form. A 
slippage of skin, an unsheathing of sinew, can speak 
hypervolumes more than words, more so in four 
dimensions than in three. 

Somebody brushes warmly against me. “I never saw 
my sister when she came back from the front. There 
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wasn’t much of her left, or so they told us, but 
sometimes I can’t help thinking she didn’t want us to 
see what she had become.” 

I pass that on to my partner, in a pulse of carapace on 
skin. 

They chime back: “That is not so surprising. That 
will soon be us.” 

Someone else is quick to rebut, rattling scales across 
our backs. “Of course not. I’m my mother’s child, and 
I’m the pilot in the shell. I am who I am, nothing less or 
more than that. We’ll be out of these suits in no time at 
all.” 

Dissent flutters through the ranks. This war was to be 
a possibility forged on the rejection of all other; our new 
forms are testament to this. My old flesh in the cockpit, 
malformed and unturned, is nothing more than the form 
of my mother’s child. The real me is outside, glittering 
ailerons sharp and free. 

“That’s easy for you to say,” I rattle back. 
Heads and sensory appendages turn. 
“No transformation is completed by halves. We’re 

up here because we want to, and we’ve crossed an 
inviolable bound. We have taken these forms by choice, 
of our own free will, and these are the forms we will 
inhabit to the end.” 

Nobody mentions the marshals or their eyes. The 
viewing gallery hangs like a wakefulness above the hull. 

 
In some way, all of us have come out of control. 
“To put my body in its right place,” my partner says, 

“my mother sank an iron in my back.” 
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“To put my body in mine,” I say, “I was put through 
motions and rotations—terrestrial ones, mind you, far 
more mundane than these.” 

The same stories are passed around. This one 
gestured too often. Another could not sleep. That one 
laughed a little too much—a love it could never quite 
keep to itself. 

I hear stories like my partner’s too. Hands kept 
fettered in laps. Throats careful not to spill over, mouths 
worn smooth from smiling. Some of us broke our own 
teeth to keep them inside our gums. 

Then here and there came small resistances—the arc 
of a back, the whisper of a crossed thigh—the turning of 
a voice beneath a smaller voice, nursed behind 
soundproofed doors. 

On the day of our reckoning, each and every one of 
us walked into that hall and broke our fingers in the 
interlocking rings. 

I realise that in a way, our bodies have chosen us, not 
the other way around. We fill them with spins, tics, 
silence, and song: articulations which felt made for us, 
became us, were left ready for us under denuded skin 
and pallid scales. Jaws grow to fit our bites; 
shoulderblades, our stances. We are as big as we need to 
be and as small as we want to be. Loving paradoxes 
made flesh. 

In the morning when we wake there is a terrible 
sound: a rush of aramid feathers, titanium fangs, a 
hundred thousand nanopolymer claws unsheathing all at 
once, all flesh and plastic and steel. Unflocking, we peel 
ourselves from each other and beat cold wings in the 
light of the sun. 
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“All of you will fight,” a marshal says, grafting 

spears onto our hardpoints. “All of you will bleed.” 
My partner’s light and swift, more unblemished wing 

than pitted machine-flesh. I am all textbook motion and 
straight lines, a shard of twitching muscular grey. The 
marshals start the timer. Then combat begins. 

Our first pass is glancing and brief, muscle memory 
from the asteroid gauntlets. In uncoordinated harmony 
we close at high speed. Twirl away at the last moment. 
Skin scraping against skin. 

On the second pass, I go for a direct attack. For a 
microsecond my spear clips into the negative space of 
my partner’s chest. Then they stellate themselves 
furiously, turning their body inside-out along the 
direction of my spear. 

Somehow neither of us is hurt. We disengage, 
clumsily, like young lovers emerging from a kiss. 

On the third pass I unleash a flurry of jabs, but each 
blow I make only fills the space they leave behind. At 
this distance, I can feel the radiant heat of their thrusters 
rising to match my own. The fight blossoms into a 
nebula: now we are a blur of impossible shapes, a fierce 
oscillation between grace and deadly force. 

I strike, and my partner folds away. My spears 
disappear into vacuum. Again and again my partner 
refuses to strike back. 

So I choose force over grace, inverting myself, 
spilling plastic and metal into their direction. From the 
glittering shard of myself I extract my machined whole, 
baring my engines, my struts, my bones. I blanket the 
possibility of every escape with my sheer mass—
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extending myself not to wound but to reach, to touch, to 
draw near, to speak as clear as terrestrial day: Hey! 
You can’t keep running away from me forever! 

My partner’s reply, in folds of silk: Then try to catch 
up. 

One of my claws catches on the inside of their ribs. 
They gasp. The fragile sheeting tears. With my other 
hand, I push their body away, ever-so-gently, trailing 
coolant ribbon-red against the stars. 

But in that fractured instant they’ve gotten something 
from me instead. I feel for the pinprick in my chest and 
realise the extent that I’ve fallen for the bait. 

The trail of coolant reaches to my partner, too: the 
tips of their spears glitter red. 

 
I confront my partner behind an abandoned ore 

processing plant. 
The first words out of their lips are: “Don’t look at 

me like that. You deserved it.” 
“I can’t help it! You’re far too laid-back.” By the 

station’s clock, day is drawing to a close, but the pale 
light of the system’s star remains a distant constant. I 
edge into my partner’s shadow. “To be in this form is to 
fight! It’s to learn how to bleed.” 

“What if it’s not?” From the way their words brim 
over, I almost believe they mean it. “Have you 
considered how much it’s taken to get here? How much 
we’ve put behind us?” 

I am faintly aware of their body shivering. They’re 
stretching their chest out to the sun, exposing the ribs 
where I’ve caught them, trying to catch whatever 
sunlight they can onto the adaptive nanomachine tissue. 
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I draw up to their body. “Show me where the blood 
is.” 

They look at me like you’ve dragged me from hell. 
“You don’t owe me anything.” 

“Fair,” I say. “But for the record, I got you first.” 
Their chest shakes under my touch. 
“Why do you do it?” I ask. “Try so hard to avoid the 

pain. You know we are to die out there on the front. Or 
if the marshals’ training is anything to go by, we’ll get 
shipped back in pieces before we’re due.” 

I reach into that now-familiar gap between their ribs, 
feel for the humming warmth of their w-engines. I pull, 
and their wound resurfaces on the inside, shimmering 
with engine heat. Touched by the sun, the adaptive 
tissue springs to life, stitching the edges back into a 
pristine scar. 

“Fuck you,” is what I think I hear my partner say. 
Instead, I feel their fingers tighten around my chest. 
“Your turn,” they say, reaching in. 

 
From then on, this is how we fight. Two colliding 

masses, their violence consummated without grudge. 
But each marks the other gently, so the marshals will 

have their blood. 

 
My partner’s still afraid of contact, so I learn to play 

along. Pierce their body where it won’t hurt, along the 
bloodless plastic of wing, under overlapping flaps of 
ablative skin. It’s violent work, but our spears remain 
clean. After our first bout, it’s as if they’ve come to read 
my enthusiasm like a mirror of their own reticence.  
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Illustration © 2022, Fluffgar. 

 
They’re learning, I realise, when to time their retreat to 
match the speed of my rush; when to pull back; when 
not to flinch at my spears’ touch. 

Come at me already! I want to scream, through the 
blossom of thrusters and spears. 

Don’t, they say, in the gentlest of sighs. It’ll only 
hurt you to try. 

At times, it is as if our skins are always in contact, an 
ever-changing surface mediating our unrelenting dance. 

At the end of every duel, they draw a claw across my 
cheek, and I across theirs. 

With time, we forget what it’s even like for a wound 
to sting. 
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The marshals call me up before the hangar, 
addressing my body through a secure channel. 

“You’ve been exceeding expectations,” one says. 
I cannot tell which one of them is speaking. My body 

bows with practised ease. 
“You will make an effective vanguard. You see 

openings where others cannot. You contort your body 
when others will not. You risk it in ways we would not 
dare.” 

I have no choice but to agree. 
They show me a few slides. Entire star systems 

shredded to lace. A planet sliced along its poles. Sterile 
colony ships strung through with holes like worm-eaten 
limbs. 

I realise this is intended as encouragement. 
“The enemy is merciless and swift, flowing 

through w like water. You and your partner are to be a 
thousand times that.” 

My body, unbroken, salutes in return. 

 
When I return, the underside of the station is abuzz. 
Somebody chitters: “The enemy is a mass the size of 

a dying star.” 
“No!” someone else shakes. “The enemy is a three-

dimensional manifold existing in four. That’s how we 
can’t see them—they’re as thin as string!” 

A faraway presence rumbles. “The enemy is chosen 
from among us. They pick the best from among us, and 
leave the rest of us to rot.” 

“Quiet!” someone rustles. “I hear one of them has 
just returned.” 
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I catch floating drifts of gossip, whispered warnings 
throughout the fleet. Conversations pass across me like 
breezes, directed away from my centre of mass as 
turbulence dissipates in the face of void. I worm my 
way into the heart of the fleet, duck under engine vents 
and cargo doors, nestle next to the warm body of my 
partner. 

Now someone else beside us is singing softly: 
“When I sleep, the enemy is the station, and its heralds 
are the marshals. I dream of slicing it from the inside-
out with my claws.” 

A silence, then movement like a whisper. It’s my 
partner. 

“When I sleep, I dream you’re tearing me up piece 
by piece.” 

I stir, holding myself back. “In your dreams, are you 
yourself?” 

“I’m in my old body, the one back planetside. We’re 
fighting in my childhood room. My hands are inside 
your chest. It’s like we’re patching each other’s wounds, 
but my hands are made of meat.” 

 
My partner is not afraid to die. Neither are the rest of 

us. Fighting in w is a life-wish, a wish to become, to 
transform into something new. But my partner’s 
hesitance, it seems, stems from a different source. I 
think they are afraid of being afraid. 

Before combat, I warn them: “The marshals are still 
watching us.” 

They sharpen their spears on their haunches. “I have 
always acted under that possibility.” 
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“They would rather see us dismantled than gentle. Is 
that the future that you want?” 

My partner grins with all their teeth. 
“Who said we were anything gentle?” 
The timer hits zero. I rush them like a tide. Duel-as-

orbit, two-in-one: each never quite grasping the other. 
They parry my every move, playing around our mutual 
centre of mass. We’re locked in now, less a fight than a 
system of attraction, a fluid mass of field lines and 
conservation laws, where every give must come with its 
take. 

I shriek with my wings: For god’s sake, try to fight 
back! 

I plunge into their grasp, engulfed in their ribs, 
meshed against the w-honeycomb of their spine. 

Their reply, in unyielding touch: Make me. 
I let gravity take me past them, swinging around 

their back. They’re still bracing for impact when I whip 
into their flanks—the unprotected base where heat vent 
meets scapula—slip right past it and under it, right 
under their skin. 

They fumble. Their formation breaks. When they 
strike, it’s with nothing but raw instinct—a small 
triumph! But it hardly matters now. I am inside them, 
weaving through their muscle, their flesh, their circuitry, 
their housings, their ligaments, their compartments, their 
core. I realise, perhaps for the first time, the true extent 
of my partner’s body—light and swift, yet also a city, a 
universe—and I, now, the body inside it. 

I reach through the nape of their chest, past miles of 
ribboned ribs, and pull. 

There is a change. Their body unravels, inverting 
every cavity, turning inside-out like origami satellites 
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until I am out and they are in and we are in the world 
again and we are ourselves, we are two bodies, sundered 
anew. 

Euphoric! 
My joints sputter and crack; no part of me is left 

whole in their wake. In the wave of static that falls I 
look into their eyes and realise that they, somehow, are 
laughing too. 

 
Recovery takes days. Station technicians peel me 

from the cockpit, shunting me into the airlock of the 
station. Medical drones flash in and out of my sight. For 
the first time in months I am acutely aware of my hands, 
their skinniness, their peeling flesh. I am acutely aware 
of the wetness of my skin, of how the insides of my 
lungs heave and shake. 

“Careful,” a technician says from out of sight. “It’s 
still trying to breathe air.” 

The liquid they pipe into my airway is oxygenated; it 
fills my throat with ease. Living becomes a little easier. 

When I finally try to open my eyes again, the room is 
bathed in blinding light. I am reminded of the 
examination hall, all smooth oak tables and reflective 
glass. Fluorescents so bright they burned skin. The inner 
heat of the air pressing down on my eyelids and limbs, 
forcing me down onto the cot. 

I try to fight it. I try to rip the air from the room. I try 
to turn the room inside-out until it stops bearing down 
on me, stops sucking at my sweat, stops 
making me known, stops being room. 

It would have been so easy, in w. 
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A marshal approaches me. My eyes adjust. She looks 
so small without the protective bulk and tinted visor of 
her vacuum suit: an older woman, from the looks of it, 
nearly centuries-old, with skin the colour of mildew. 
Her dark uniform, tasselled at the hips, is streaked with 
electric gold. In her hands are a clipboard and a pen. 

“That was a good show,” she laughs. “A fitting play 
from our ace pilot and his partner.” 

I want to speak, but the ventilation tube chokes me. 
The marshal clicks her pen like she’s not expecting a 
reply. 

“Fighting in w demands a certain innate capacity for 
violence. Merely piloting the body is, of course, to 
inhabit a certain disregard for the strictures of space, the 
sanctity of fixed form. We’re quite judicious in our 
screening, but even so, it’s not so often we run into 
someone as talented as you.” 

Her words sink into my chest. 
“When we first encountered the enemy, we weren’t 

sure what to make of it. In all respects we severely 
underestimated the threat it posed. How immune it was 
to our conventional tactics, to our conventional 
ontologies. How lucky that we have so many of your 
type!” 

I want to shout. I want to tear this room apart. 
“Don’t feel too bad about this, boy. You and your 

kind are predisposed to be monsters. It’s no wonder you 
all tear yourselves apart.” 

She reaches across the railing of the cot with a 
gloved hand. Before she can touch me, I reach into my 
throat and tear out the tube. There’s a splitting sound. 
Spittle coats the marshal’s uniform, and she recoils. 
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“We may be monstrous,” I hiss, “but we are not 
without mercy.” 

The marshal’s face is impassive. She wipes the stain 
off with her glove. In her eyes is a little something like 
longing. 

“So be it,” she says. “So be it.” 
And then, more coldly: “We’ll see you on the front 

lines soon.” 

 
My partner and I begin again, as we always did: 

alone, and then together. 
I find them behind the abandoned ore processing 

plant. Their new body shimmers with a green, 
indeterminable light. In the space which only the two of 
us know, I uncoil to fit their silence. I tilt outwards, 
offering them my new skin, my unshorn flank. 

They fill the building with an emerald sigh. The 
space between us holds. I stay still. It is the only thing I 
can do. The memory of our fight is still fresh, even if 
our bodies have regrown. 

“Did it hurt?” I finally ask. 
“It felt like the dream I told you about,” they say, 

without elaboration. 
I shift a little closer. Little eyes break off from their 

body, encircling us in an uncertain ring. I take the 
gesture inside myself, return it with my supine frame, a 
sheathing of unbent wings. 

“And you?” they ask. “Do you hurt?” 
They are holding me close through their presence. I 

am the subject of their immitigable gaze. 
“I don’t know,” I say. “If it didn’t hurt, was it even a 

fight?” 
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“But you got close for once. You got what you 
wanted, didn’t you?” 

“And you got what you wanted too.” 
My new body trembles. Funny, how it didn’t before. 

They coil around me, pressing their new modular forms 
into my skin. 

“Forget fighting,” they tell me. “Forget trying to be 
good all the time. You’ve seen how they see us. You’ve 
seen what we can be. We can leave this place together, 
become so small they can’t find us, or so big that they 
won’t dare to come after us. You’re better than me at 
this; surely you’ve seen this too.” 

I imagine the enemy and their inhumanity. I imagine 
the station, its insides smaller than its outsides. I 
imagine the marshals within standing side by side, skin-
to-glove, glove-to-skin. I imagine touching in the way 
they do, and find, to no surprise, that I can’t anymore. 

“From the right angle,” I breathe, “we can become 
anything at all.” 

My partner, my darling partner smiles. “Only if 
you’re ready.” 

Their body spins around me, and mine around theirs. 
It’s so easy to match their velocity, I realise. Nights of 
indeterminable dueling, tearing each other to shreds—
and for what? Far easier to remain together than to 
break apart, than to give in to the angular momentum of 
our lives. At the softness of their touch I stifle a shout. 
What had their body been reading, in the gaps between 
our fights? 

Curiosity surpasses silence. 
“Where are we going?” 
Their voice rumbles sweetly in our mouth. 
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“We can be anything, go anywhere. I think that we 
should go to someplace new.” 

 
There is no one among us who is unaware of what 

takes place here, which has no name as of yet. Not 
combat, for that’s too callous a term; the wounding of 
flesh and steel takes far more care than that. Not dance 
either; for what we do is not quite as tender. Suffice to 
say that something is happening here, something like a 
movement. This is a space where we can fall in and out 
of each other, experiment with new ways of loving. This 
is a space where nobody has to get hurt, ever again. 

On the eve of battle, our bodies assemble against an 
enemy we cannot help but comprehend. We can taste 
their weight, feel their breath split the vacuum. With 
time we will realise that they also exist in the softest of 
gaps. It is a feeling at once alienating and familiar. What 
the marshals do not realise is that we, among the 
heavens, have known this feeling for all of our lives. 

Now there are others in the fleet that have heard of 
our flight. They inhabit bodies like ours, but they have 
not learned to move and speak as ours do. They crave 
freedom from form yet find only violence to subsume it. 
In every corner of the station—in every station in the 
galaxy—they are awakening. 

Let them join us, then, if they are determined to do 
so. 



	

 

Mrs Daedalus 
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My mother had a knack for appliances. She liked 
machinery, the way some women like cats or 
houseplants, and machinery liked her. When I was a kid, 
she would embarrass me at the department store, talking 
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to the toasters, purring over an avocado green Osterizer, 
clucking her tongue as though they were puppies 
whining in a store window, crying to come home. When 
she did take one home, she would tinker, and the 
transformation would begin. In my mother’s kitchen, 
machinery began a second life. 

My mother was born Athena Pallasakis, and when 
she was a teenager, her father beat her for hanging 
around the neighborhood boys. The boys were working 
on a 1952 Buick Roadmaster, changing the spark plugs, 
and my mother pressed between them to ogle the 
engine. My aunt watched from the porch, and told me 
about it later. She said that Athena’s cheeks were 
flushed and that her laugh was loud enough to reach my 
grandparents’ kitchen. My grandfather was from the old 
country, where good girls didn’t ogle engines, and 
didn’t have flushed cheeks until they were married. And 
even then it was frowned upon. I asked my mother 
about it once, and she laughed, waving her cigarette as 
though shooing a ghost with the smoke. “Of course I 
liked the boys,” she said, fluffing her hair, “but it was 
the car I wanted. I wanted a wrench, a carburetor. I 
wanted the smooth viscosity of motor oil. The old coot 
could never understand.” 

After the beating she was grounded and confined to 
the kitchen, where the only oil was culinary. Out of four 
girls in the family, my mother—all the sisters agreed—
was the worst cook, so Yiayia, my grandmother, put her 
to work chopping and scrubbing. Feeding a family of 
eleven was an enterprise. But sometimes—my mother 
later said with a wink—suffering led to salvation. She 
discovered the High-Top Automatic Toaster and the 
Kenmore 12-Speed Mixer, less powerful than a Buick, 
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but each charming in its own way. Then came the 
Zenith long-distance radio. One day Yiayia yelled when 
she found her favorite radio disassembled on the tin-top 
kitchen table and my mother humming over the debris 
with flushed cheeks. But within an hour she had the 
radio reassembled, with improved reception, including a 
broadcast from Athens, and another from the National 
Committee on Aeronautics. 

“How did you do this?” Yiayia wanted to know. 
“It has to do with energy, pressure points, and a very 

small screwdriver. And then I said please.” 
Yiayia clucked her tongue and said, “Let’s not tell 

your father about this.” 
In retrospect, my mother might have qualified for 

either MIT or a secret wizarding school, but her only 
real option was marriage. This was 1955, and if she 
loved art, she might have married a painter. She loved 
machines, and so my mother married a mechanic, just to 
get away from her father, the old coot, and have a fully 
stocked toolbox. Her groom’s name was Johnny 
Daedalus, and he was my father. They named me 
Minerva, an homage to Athena, and their marriage 
lasted about ten years. 

By the time I was a teenager—introverted and 
bookish with wire-framed glasses—my father had left 
for good, taking his toolbox with him. My mother 
replaced it with her own, which included less 
conventional items like watchmaking instruments, a 
Geiger counter, dice, assorted crystals, and her old 
engagement ring. Late at night I could hear her in the 
kitchen singing, coaxing, and praising her creations, 
which glowed under her care like well-nourished 
animals. 
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Since the appliance menagerie didn’t pay the bills, 
my mother had a day job. She worked in a factory 
operating a machine that printed logos on plastic cups. 
She sang to the machine while she worked, raising 
productivity by 10%, and also met a group of women 
who became my second set of aunts. They were all 
immigrants and the daughters of immigrants, and called 
themselves the Valkyries. Each had a nickname. My 
mother was The Goddess, and then there was Brunhilda, 
Joan of Arc, Mistress Schmitt, and Ellen of Troy. They 
liked to drink at the local VFW bar, often coming back 
to my mother’s kitchen at closing time. 

Without Athena’s customized appliances, I doubt the 
Valkyries could have made it to work in the mornings. 
My mother’s Highly Intuitive Osterizer read a person’s 
aura to concoct a customized hang-over cure. The 
toaster, nicknamed Cassandra, gave fairly accurate 
predictions, burned lightly into the bread; each slice 
offered an individual forecast. The refurbished Waring 
Futura II blender, which I wasn’t allowed to touch until 
I was eighteen, had settings for fertility, contraception, 
and Plan B. 

You might think that growing up with a Goddess, her 
enchanted kitchen, and a gang of hard-drinking 
Valkyries was like a storybook, but it had challenges. 
Like most kids, I wanted a boring mom, and a boring 
fruit smoothie from a blender that didn’t read my mind. 
Also, Greek mothers nag. Nagging is how Greeks say, 
“I love you.” And Greek daughters are as bad as the 
moms. My mother and I argued, nagging about smoking 
(hers), weight (mine), and bad dating decisions (we 
shared that one). But by the time I was in my twenties, 
my mother and I made an agreement: you don’t nag me, 
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and I won’t nag you. By the time I was in my thirties, 
our no-nagging policy flourished, along with my 
mother’s experiments with microwave ovens, VCRs, 
and remote-controlled devices. Her greatest success 
involved a winged toaster that delivered morning 
prophesies, and she developed a bedside dream recorder 
that could, in theory, create dreams by request, but time 
ran out before she could test it. 

My mother never told me she had cancer. The doctor 
told me, but only after she was in the hospital. 
Something had been bothering her for months, but I 
thought it had to do with the Valkyries. Mistress 
Schmitt died during the winter, and then Brunhilda died 
in the spring. Brunhilda’s memorial was held at the 
VFW Lodge where two dozen mourners chanted, 
“Brunhilda! Brunhilda!” before receiving a pinch of her 
ashes to scatter outside. My mother had been brooding 
ever since, but I sensed that something else was 
bothering her. Still, keeping with our no-nagging 
agreement, I waited. 

One day I found my mother at the dining room table 
building a new appliance that repurposed old parts into 
something I’d never seen before. It had wings, four 
propellers, and a sleek body. A compartment was set in 
the middle, and my mother tested a remote that opened 
and closed a flap on the bottom. She usually chatted 
about her creations, but that day she smoked silently and 
wouldn’t meet my eye. 

“What’s this?” I asked. 
“Nothing. Just a drone.” 
“What goes in the compartment?” 
“Nothing,” she said. 
I rolled my eyes at her but didn’t push. 
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The next day the completed machine, a silvery 
drone, sat on the table looking remarkably like my 
mother. It had painted brown eyes, lush false eyelashes, 
and dangling rhinestone earrings. 

Later that week, when I rushed to see her at the 
hospital, I finally knew what my mother had been 
holding back. 

“Well, Mom, this sucks,” I said, sitting on the bed 
and taking her hand. I wished there was time to change 
our nagging agreement. 

My mother smiled weakly at me. “There’s a remote 
in my pocketbook.” 

“Okay. And?” 
“Just get the remote, please.” 
I got the remote, and returned to the side of the bed. 

My mother said, “The ashes go in the compartment.” 
She showed me the rest of the controls to the drone and 
held out the remote. I didn’t want to take it. 

“Minnie,” she said, using my childhood nickname, “I 
just don’t belong in a box. At least, not unless it has an 
escape hatch.” And I couldn’t argue with that. 

Two weeks later, Athena Daedalus’s ashes were 
scattered from the sky over the VFW Lodge. Some 
landed nearby, but most blew north towards the Atlantic 
Ocean. The drone came home with me. My mother’s 
insurance money paid off the house, and under the 
stipulations of her will, we (the drone and I) opened a 
small museum of magical appliances, where the brown-
eyed drone buzzed among the visitors, taking orders for 
cocktails and Cassandra toast. 



	

 

I’m Fine 
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“Hey,” Alex says, coming up to the register and holding 
a small stack of books in their arms. The covers show a 
blonde woman whose teeth are so white, it’s like staring 
into the business end of a flashlight. “This place is dead, 
so I’m gonna just put these books and a few others on 
the shelves, then close up. Start pulling the money.” 

I nod. “Sounds good.” They nod back, their dark hair 
bouncing, and then leave, off to the far corner of the 
labyrinthine bookstore, where the self-help books are 
displayed. 

We don’t normally close this early—it’s only eight 
o’clock on a Friday night—but business has been slow 
lately, and I guess Alex can’t afford to keep the lights 
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on for much longer or pay me for another two hours, 
which is when I’m supposed to get off work. I don’t 
hold that against them, of course. Alex and I have been 
friends since high school, and this job is mainly so I can 
earn some extra cash to save—I thought being an 
accountant would pay better—but still, I sigh. I want 
money. 

I log out of the register; the drawer snaps open, 
almost hitting my fingers, and I extract the cash—a 
pitiful amount—before putting it in the blue bag under 
the scratched, wooden counter. Just as soon as the 
money is away, a tickle begins in my throat. Not now. 
Please, not now. 

A fierce cough tears its way out of my throat; my 
fingers clench up, spasming, then go slack, and the bag 
falls from my grasp. I bend down to pick it up, but 
another cough grips me, and I almost fall to the gum-
speckled, tiled ground. I manage to right myself, but 
then I feel something snagging in my throat. As a third 
cough wracks my body, I throw a hand in front of my 
mouth; hot, wet drops greet it. I pull my hand back, 
unsurprised at what I see. 

Blood. 
“Kenna, are you okay?” I hear Alex shouting from 

somewhere in the store. Shit. “I’m fine!” I croak out, 
wiping the blood on my jeans. “My throat’s just dry; I 
haven’t drunk much water today.” 

“Okay…” Alex calls back, not sounding like they 
believe me. 

I have to do this fast, before they come back and see. 
I pump out a pool of hand sanitizer from the bottle 

on the counter, slathering it on my hands and arms, all 
the way up to my elbows, and wait for it to dry. Then, 
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before I can stop myself, I reach my arm down my 
throat, take hold of whatever is in there, and pull. 

I grimace, gagging, as the thing cuts, and cuts, and 
cuts my throat, blood forming a choking but unseen 
river. My eyes sting, tears prickling, the feeling similar 
but not nearly as excruciating as the one whatever stuck 
in my throat is producing. Warm blood dribbles out 
from the corner of my mouth. Finally, though, I have the 
thing removed from my body, and I look down at it. 

Huh. That’s a new one. 
A green, thorn-covered vine, now dyed an unsightly 

red-brown from my blood, lies in my hands. Saliva 
covers it, thick and slimy. Red drips to the floor, and 
before any more can, I chuck the thing in the garbage 
basket. I then spit the remaining blood in my mouth 
there, too, rub my face with a non-bloodied part of my 
hand, and grab a wipe from under the counter to clean 
up the mess. A dirty-penny taste lingers on my tongue. 

Just as my arms are once again clean and I’m about 
to bend down to wipe the floor, Alex winds around the 
nearby bookshelves, heading toward me. I drop the 
saturated wipe into the garbage, hoping they notice it. 
Or don’t notice it, rather. Because I’m fine. I’ve dealt 
with coughing these weird things up for years; I’ve 
learned to accept it. I am fine. 

Alex’s arms are now empty, and their blue 
shirtsleeve has ridden up on their left arm, exposing 
their tattoo, a rose with thorns on its stem. I am 
reminded of the vine I pulled out of my throat, buried in 
the garbage. When they reach the counter, they rap their 
knuckles on it. “Everything good over here?” 

“Yes,” I affirm, internally cringing at my raspy 
voice. I almost sound like a smoker. 
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Alex raises their eyebrows but says nothing. “Did 
you take the cash out of the register?” 

“Yes…” I pick the bag off of the floor and notice a 
small bloodstain. I fold it over and present it to Alex so 
that the stain isn’t in their view. 

“Thanks?” Alex says as they reach out to grab the 
bag from me, confused as to why it was lying on the 
ground. Luckily, they don’t inquire. “I’ll finish closing 
up here; you’re good to go home.” 

“Great!” I chirp, trying to inject some happiness into 
my voice, though, judging from Alex’s narrowed eyes, I 
fear I’ve overdone it. I grab my purse from behind me, 
sling it over my shoulder, and say, “See you tomorrow.” 

“See you tomorrow,” echoes Alex, then walks in the 
direction of the back, carrying the bag of money with 
them. 

I leave before they can discover the blood I’ve left 
on the floor. 

 
As soon as I get home to my studio apartment, 

furnished with a rickety bed, a fraying couch, and a 
teetering, unoccupied dresser I inherited from my 
grandmother, I go into the bathroom to shower. The 
room is small, with hardly enough room to close the 
door, and mold lurks in the cracks between tiles. 
Preparing to turn on the shower, I catch sight of myself 
in the mirror. My dark hair hangs in loose, tired curls; 
and my eyes look sunken, dead. More alarmingly, a 
dried drop of blood is crusted to my lip. Fuck. I hope 
Alex saw. Didn’t see. I rub my eyes. What the hell is 
wrong with me today? 
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I turn on the water and let the scorching torrent rip 
my soul from my body. 

I am fine. 

 
The next morning, I wake up on my rock-hard 

mattress, my back screaming in protest. I should get a 
new mattress, but I don’t want to spend the money. I roll 
out of bed, my bare feet touching the coarse carpet, and 
crack my joints. That feels a bit better. 

I step over to the closet and dress quickly, 
exchanging my soft pajamas for a white t-shirt and a 
pair of dark-wash jeans. After that, in the kitchenette, I 
scarf down a banana and granola bar, despite my sore 
throat, then make myself a cup of tea. 

A few minutes later, I sit at the small, round table 
shoved in the corner of the studio, steam wafting up my 
nose. I take a tiny sip, the tea soothing my still-aching 
throat. That was the first time I ever pulled something 
with thorns from my throat, and I’m not eager to repeat 
the experience. 

As soon as I finish my tea and grab my purse to walk 
out the door for work, a tickle scratches at my throat. 
Fuck. This usually doesn’t happen two days in a row. 

The cough is small. Manageable. 
But then, a vicious cough splits my body in two. 

Sweat beads on my temples. I cough once more, my 
chest heaving, and out shoots a blood-and-saliva-slick 
coin. I pick it up from the floor, wiping away the blood. 
It’s an arcade token: Sal’s Fun Zone and the silhouette 
of a pinball machine are printed on its face. Resisting 
the urge to sigh, I swallow the blood in my throat, throw 
the token away, then walk out the door. 
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I’m fine. 

 
“Good morning,” Alex says distractedly as they 

rearrange books so that they’re in the correct order on 
the shelves. 

“Good morning,” I repeat, making for the register, 
where I’m always stationed. “Is anyone else coming in 
today?” 

Alex turns, finished with their work, and starts 
toward me. Today, they wear light jeans and a graphic t-
shirt with some old band I can’t identify on it. “Fiona 
was on the schedule for today, but she called earlier this 
morning to tell me that she got a job somewhere else 
and is quitting immediately, so…” 
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I scoff, shrugging off my purse. “Well, that’s a shitty 
thing to do.” 

Alex just shrugs, though, and shakes their head a bit. 
“It’s probably for the best; one fewer person to pay.” 
Their eyes go wide as they realize how I could interpret 
that. “Fuck. I didn’t mean to say it like that.” 

I laugh. “I know that, Alex; I didn’t take offense, 
anyway.” 

Alex sighs and jerks their thumb in the direction of 
the back. “I’m gonna go take care of some stuff back 
there, and then we’ll officially open for the day.” 

About half an hour later, the store is open for 
business. I’m still standing at the register, and Alex 
straightens up the empty, echoing store. No customers 
come in during the first hour, but a woman enters nearly 
two hours after opening, strolls around a bit, and then 
leaves without buying anything. This happens five more 
times throughout the next three hours. Finally, though, a 
man buys a one-dollar bookmark and nothing else. I put 
the limp bill in the register, filled only with the cash 
needed for change. 

Soon, my throat itches and burns. I desperately want 
to deny it—this has never happened twice in one day—
but I know this feeling as well as I know my reflection. 
It’s starting again. 

The first cough is weaker than the ones that tore 
through me earlier today; my chest hardly convulses. 
But then the fit begins in earnest. 

The next cough is violent, splitting my throat in two. 
I cough again—harder—and blood rockets from my 
mouth, splattering the already-stained floor. I bring my 
hand to my face, and with another cough, a marble 
shoots into my hand. I don’t even bother to look at it 
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before throwing it in the trash. I feel like a cat that just 
hacked up a hairball. 

“Kenna? What’s going on?” Alex asks, emerging 
from behind a bookshelf and coming toward the 
counter. 

“Nothing,” I say, choking down the blood clogging 
my throat. “I’m fine.” I wave a hand around, 
nonchalant, but then, when I see Alex’s dark eyes 
widening, I realize I’ve just shown them my bloodied 
hand. Fuck. 

Alex dashes forward, closing the little distance 
remaining between us. “Did you cut yourself, or 
something? Do I need to call an ambulance?” Concern 
swims in their eyes. 

“No.” I shake my head. “Just give me a second.” But 
then another cough rises in my throat, and I can’t fight it 
off. 

I don’t even have time to cover my mouth before 
blood and saliva and another marble explode from it, 
hitting Alex in the chest and ruining their shirt. I hear 
the marble pinging to the floor. Alex picks it up and 
squints at it, muttering, “What the fuck?” 

More coughs ruin my body as I turn away from Alex, 
who is screaming: What’s wrong; what can I do; why is 
this happening? Marbles of all colors and sizes and 
styles pour from my mouth, a veritable river forming at 
my feet. Gore stands out in sharp relief against the 
white, tiled floor. Tears of pain wind down my cheeks, 
then drop, wetting my clothes, but it’s nothing 
compared to the blood—more than I thought was 
available in my body—erupting from my mouth like a 
sick volcano. 
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One last cough rents my throat, ejecting two marbles 
with it, and then, finally, I think I am done. I look over 
at Alex, who has since given up their questions and 
decided to stare at me with an expression of blank-eyed 
horror. I kick aside the marbles covering my shoes, then 
twist my body so that I am looking into Alex’s eyes. 
Maintaining eye contact, I raise my shirt and wipe away 
the blood clinging to my face. 

“I’m fine,” I say. 
I don’t know if I can believe myself anymore. 
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Stevie quit the cheerleading squad and she didn’t want 
to talk about it. Carly couldn’t drag it out of her, and 
Brett didn’t try. They stayed at the beach longer than the 
rest of the kids, not invited to the cool parties anymore, 
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nowhere else to go. What were they going to do, sit 
home and study? Do homework? Beach parties were a 
thing you did, not because you wanted to, but because 
you felt compelled. It was a ritual from before. Before 
when, nobody much wondered. And even with the giant 
mystery thing washed up just a few feet away, there was 
nowhere better to be. 

When it washed up on the beach, the news said these 
things tend to be giant squid, or whales, or blobfish. To 
the locals, it didn’t look like it was the right color for 
any of those things, gray-green and vaguely warted like 
a cucumber, but it’s what they said on the news. Whales 
had bones, though, and so did fish. And squid, at least 
one big long flat bone, and a beak. This vast mound of 
flesh, inclined to quiver, had none of those things. 

Scientists came from the local university and took 
samples, and left again. 

It was a marvel, a spectacle, but it was not beautiful 
to look upon. It wasn’t a breathtaking wonder of nature; 
it was something that people didn’t want to look away 
from, in case it did something. 

It was haunting in its simplicity. Bulbous, with long 
trailing parts which might once have been tentacles, but 
they were too long, it was too bulbous. It was too big. 

And it didn’t decompose. And the sea birds didn’t 
pick at it with their sharp beaks. The crabs didn’t tear 
ragged bits from its underbelly with their claws. The 
flies didn’t come. The town talked about hauling it off, 
or blowing it up, but everybody had seen that 
unfortunate internet video, and so council members 
argued themselves in circles that would last for months. 
The thing stayed on the beach. The caution tape staked 
around it shredded apart in the wind, was picked apart 
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by sea creatures building nests, and finally the beach 
parties started again, when the thing didn’t react, didn’t 
change, after the summer ended and fall began its slide 
into winter. 

Two six packs of cheap beer later, when they were 
the only three left, Brett took off her dad’s old jacket 
and climbed the blob, Carly standing on the sand below 
her yelling, “What are you doing?” She was laughing 
but it wasn’t funny. Except it was. Stevie drank another 
beer, staring at the fire. 

It was surprisingly firm. Dry, despite how it looked, 
and wobbly like a stress toy or pudding with the skin 
grown over it. Brett’s hands and feet sunk in, not 
enough to break the surface and release whatever was 
inside, but enough that it was like climbing a hulking 
slug made of slackened memory foam. 

She reached the top, or at least the part of it 
positioned skyward, and found a wound there, or a 
mouth. She thought a wound, maybe even what ended 
up killing it in the first place. It was hard to tell, even 
with the full moon reflected off the ocean and the stars a 
prom night scatter above. Maybe it just suffocated on 
the beach. Maybe it died of a broken heart. And it 
smelled… delicious? 

“Hey Stevie do you have your knife?” Brett called 
over the edge. 

“Yeah?” 
“Well, come up here. I found something.” 
Stevie climbed up slowly, so slowly Brett almost 

went down for her. “What do you need my knife for?” 
she asked once on top of the thing, breath rapid and 
cheap-beery. 

“Do you smell that?” 
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Stevie made a face, and Brett held up her hand. 
Stevie sighed, looked around a little, sniffing. “Yeah, 
actually. What is that?” 

“I think it’s coming from here.” 
Stevie crouched down and pushed her bangs out of 

her eyes, looked at the area. “Get out your phone so I 
can see?” Brett did, and Stevie pried at the blob a little 
with her knife. It was a place that looked like a cutaway 
of a planet from a textbook, or like a shrink-wrapped 
block of something in a deli case. “This is wild.” 

“What are you doing?” They’d almost forgotten 
Carly. 

“Just wait a minute!” Brett yelled back, bending to 
look at the cut open place again. “Do you think we can 
eat it? I kind of want to eat it.” Stevie didn’t answer for 
a long time, and Brett wondered if this was when she’d 
find out what happened. 

“This is really weird, but yeah, I want to eat it too.” 
They looked at each other in the moonlight and the 

too-bright phone flashlight, and Brett shrugged and 
laughed. Whatever, right? “Well let’s cut some up and 
roast it over the fire.” 

They cut burger sized slices and slid down the side 
of the thing. They wiped off the metal spikes somebody 
brought for marshmallows and stuck the meat slices 
over the flames. 

“This is crazy,” Carly said, but she did it too. She 
was that kind of friend, the one who said we’re gonna 
get in trouble even as she held your shoes to climb the 
fence. Even as she was lookout for store security while 
you shoplifted. Even when she was your study alibi 
when really you went to make out with your boyfriend 
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for an evening. “But how will we know when it’s 
done?” 

Brett considered the possible options. What were 
they going to get, salmonella? Botulism? Some kind of 
weird ocean sickness? Ooh, parasites. “We’ll just have 
to guess,” she said. 

Carly just shrugged. 
“That’s gotta be long enough,” Stevie said after 

awhile, looking back and forth between them. 
“You just don’t want to go first.” Brett pulled her 

meat out of the fire, examined it. It smelled like the best 
meal she could ever imagine, and at first it was too hot 
to pull off the stick. She waved it around and tried 
again, taking a respectable bite, chewing, swallowing, 
all in a rush in case it was actually terrible. But no. No, 
it tasted more delicious than it smelled. “Shit, it’s 
amazing.” She kept eating. 

The others hesitated, Carly trying to eat it and 
stopping before it reached her lips several times, Stevie 
chowing down. Finally Carly did it, a smile spreading 
across her face. “Okay, yeah, this is the best thing I’ve 
ever eaten.” 

Brett stretched, dropping her metal skewer in the 
sand. It was late, long after midnight, but she felt alert. 
Alive. Strong. Not drunk at all anymore. It seemed like 
she could hear so much, all the sudden. The nuances of 
the whispering waves, the flap of winged things hunting 
in the night, prowling cats. Somebody flushing a toilet 
in one of the houses near the beach. 

She felt powerful. 
They stood looking at each other, eyes taking their 

own light, phosphorescent in the night, brighter than the 
embers of the dying fire. Their feet were on the ground 
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but they floated in the air, and as one they left the beach 
and went into the dark streets nearby, fingers bent at the 
ready, shoulders forward, heads turning, listening, 
seeking. Hunting. 

If they had met anybody on the street that night, and 
been asked what they were doing, how would the girls 
have answered? Brett didn’t know, waking up the next 
morning sharp and alert, not cotton mouthed and 
hungover as had happened so many other times. It was 
funny that she thought about it at all. Why would she 
owe anybody answers? She wondered, briefly, what 
they might have been hunting for, but threw on jeans 
and a big sweatshirt, stomped into boots, and went out 
the door. Her mom yelled something after her, but she 
didn’t even pause. Why had she gone there? She 
wondered, as though she’d gone to a stranger’s house 
and stayed the night. 

Carly was already at the beach, and Stevie turned up 
not long after. The morning mist burned off the waves 
as the sun rose higher. The girls built another small fire 
and cooked more meat, snapped it down voraciously. 
Their phones chimed around them, texts, calls, and 
eventually Stevie looked at hers, laughed. It seemed like 
it had been forever since they heard her laugh. “It’s a 
school day,” she said. Like somehow they’d all 
forgotten, but they had, somehow, all forgotten. 

“Oh God, I have a chemistry test.” Carly ran up the 
sand, but unlike when they ran last night, they were all 
sluggish, like they were weighed down by the light. 
They slunk into school, not guilty and hangdog, but like 
sated predators, like lions which had run down the 
gazelle and later decided there was a site of interest to 
visit. The hall monitor lined them up, tried halfheartedly 
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to read them the riot act, because he knew they were 
good kids. They only looked at him in silent resentment 
under the humming fluorescent lights, and the monitor 
let them go with a feeling of unease he couldn’t put a 
finger on. 

They went to class, and though they all sat in 
different rows, in different rooms, they had a perpetual 
sense of each other. What they saw, what they heard, 
what they felt. When they passed in the drift of the halls, 
only had eyes for each other. When they were called 
upon to answer questions, their voices came as from a 
great distance. The dust of the school, of land, was 
heavy on their skin and in their mouths. When the final 
bell rang they just walked away, walked out of the 
school, started running once they were in the parking 
lot, their hair streaming loose, their thoughts at the 
beach, on the wind, in the water. 

They lolled in the sand, some small fading parts of 
them wondering that they went to school looking the 
way they did, in whatever clothes had come to hand, 
their hair untamed. Wondering that they went to school 
at all. “It’s past dinnertime,” Stevie said at one point, 
after the sun had set, the tide come in and gone out 
again, lapping up near them but not near enough to 
touch without moving. 

“My mom’s gonna have kittens,” Carly said, 
struggling to her feet. “I had chores to do.” It was 
mechanical, what it seemed like Carly would say, felt 
like she would do. She put her hand on the side of the 
blob, as though this was what anchored them in the 
world now, not their grades, not their parents, not 
college applications. 
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“Maybe Patty did them for you,” Stevie said, 

brushing off the sand slowly. She was the one who 
called the time, and she was the one slowest to seem 
like she wanted to go home. 
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“Maybe. Only if she wants something.” They 
laughed but it wasn’t right. Brett thought about that on 
her way home, kicking rocks down the sidewalk, 
hesitating just outside the yellow puddled porch light in 
her yard. She didn’t know how long she stood there, 
thinking about Stevie and Carly walking up to their 
houses, their porch lights. 

“Brett did you eat?” Her mother pounced the second 
she came in the door. 

“God, Mom. Yes, I ate. Me and Stevie and Carly all 
ate.” 

“What did you have?” 
“There was a cookout,” she said. Hardly even a lie. 

“What’s with the lights? They’re way too bright.” She 
had a hard time opening her eyes all the way as she took 
her jacket off and hung it in the front closet. 

“Your father got LEDs for everything.” Her mother 
lowered her voice, conspiratorial. “I don’t like it either. 
It’s like a bus station when I’m cooking. But they’re 
supposed to last twenty years and save us electric.” 

Brett shrugged. The whole house kind of smelled like 
a bus station, old grease and salt and funk. “What’d you 
make?” 

“Tuna casserole, which I thought was your favorite. 
Call next time, okay?” 

“I’m gonna go lay down. Sorry I didn’t call, my 
phone died.” 

“Lie down,” her dad said from the living room and 
his crossword puzzle. 

“Whatever. Language changes, Dad!” 
He muttered something else, distantly. 
She kicked her boots off and went to her room, 

flopped onto her bed. She thought she’d fall asleep right 
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away, but she didn’t. Smelled the sharp toothpaste and 
mouthwash odor, and the soft moisturizer one, when her 
parents got ready for bed. 

After the house was quiet, the smells died down, and 
she was still awake Brett texted Carly. //You awake?// 

//WIDE awake. Stevie too// 
//You feel okay? My house is too bright.// And the 

air was too thick, she felt it weighing her hips, her belly, 
her lungs. Her head. 

//And everything smells weird.// 
//And tastes bad.// 
//Except….// 
//Yeah.// Brett let her phone screen go dark, 

breathing in the night without thinking much of 
anything, but she was aware of a tidal force, more 
compelling than anything had ever been. More than her 
first crush, or wanting that doll so much the Christmas 
she was five. Like if she tried to ignore this she might 
die or worse. //Meet you?// 

Carly answered immediately. //Yeah. Stevie’s 
coming too.// 

//Good.// 
Brett lived closest and had already warmed her 

fingers on the bonfire by the time the others plopped 
into the sand with her, even though the fire felt extra. 
Unnecessary. Her head was clearer already, free of the 
fug and confusion of how she’d thought and felt at 
home. Free of expectation. Ready to react. She wasn’t 
even worried about what. There were no worries, here, 
where they rested. Where they ate, where they bathed in 
the moonlight. They felt as though they were enlivened, 
emboldened. They were becoming who they were 
supposed to be. 
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The stars wheeled above them, the tides turned, and 
the sea birds began their morning songs. “We should—” 
Stevie started, forever their timekeeper. For the last 
time, their timekeeper. 

“Fuck ’em,” Brett said. They didn’t go to school that 
day, or ever again. They didn’t go home anymore, and 
wondered that they had ever gone home in the first 
place, like spending the night with strangers. They 
didn’t cook the meat again, but they kept eating it. 

Nobody came to the beach that day, or that night. 
Their phones ran out of juice, the electronic janglings 
faded, strange and distant already to their ears, 
inscrutable, and eventually the slim plastic boxes fell to 
the sand, irrelevant. They heard only the song of the 
deep now, and the call to feed. 

There were no bones in their blob on the beach, only 
the skin and the rich sweet flesh beneath the skin, and as 
they ate they grew stronger, faster. Their eyes were 
trailing lights even when the sun beat down on them, 
and they burrowed into the sand beneath the blob’s 
diminishing bulk, slept with limbs and fingers and hair 
intertwined, sharing each other’s breath, sharing each 
other’s dreams. They communicated with a sigh and a 
glance, and plunged into the frigid salt surf when the 
impulse came upon them, because the cold no longer 
bothered them, only the dry, only the bright. Only the 
hunger. 

The first sweep of searchers missed them, stapling 
missing posters to nearby telephone poles, shouting 
names that no longer had meaning with salt-choked 
throats. They didn’t come close enough to threaten the 
blob, ruin everything. All the living things that 
scavenged and scurried in the night scattered before 
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them, and cats hissed from rooftops, dogs shouted from 
behind fences, closed doors. Parents woke from troubled 
dreams and looked out dark windows, seeing nothing 
but their vague forms mirrored back onto them. Babies 
cried, inconsolable. 

The cheerleading squad and football team came 
down to have a bonfire, and there was not enough time 
for them to run when they saw the eyes swim up to them 
out of the darkness. Only screaming, and then abrupt 
quiet, and the wet sounds of teeth tearing flesh. 

When the search party came again, with so many 
additions to their litany of names, their prayer of 
seeking, they found just their hair and bones, their paper 
bags of beer. They found the girls’ clothes blood-
drenched and shed in the sand like old skins, like they 
had outgrown them, into a new adult stage, and there 
was nothing else that remained of anybody, or of the 
blob that had washed up. 
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I was always glad, in the watching, that I was not Elsa. 

Don’t get me wrong, she was one of my closest 
friends, but she was also the most demon-ridden person 
I had ever been close to. She wanted things, and wanted 
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them ferociously. There were times when I envied her 
knowledge of what she wanted—not knowing my own 
desires had certainly caused me pain in the past—but 
then I looked at the price she paid for that certainty and 
the envy always vanished. I loved her, but she was often 
not an easy person to be in the company of, and she 
found her own company far more difficult than I did. 

In those early years, when I wanted to see her I went 
to the makerspace workshop she rented. She had chosen 
it for the sculpture-garden contest they put on every 
year, which served as a major showcase of up-and-
coming artists in the local community. She had yet to 
actually make it into the showcase. During the lead-up 
to one of these, I walked in to find her staring intently at 
a piece of metal, entirely unmoving. 

“Elsa,” I said. 
She jumped, then turned and threw herself at me. 

This I expected—she did it every time we saw each 
other—and so I caught her easily enough and gave her 
the tight hug she was after. 

“Don’t you make noise?” she asked as she stepped 
away. 

“I did make noise. I said your name.” 
She gave me an unimpressed look. “You know what 

I meant.” 
I shrugged. “I did make noise. You were lost in 

whatever that is.” 
She turned back to the metal. “I think this piece is 

more suited to being the outside of the sculpture.” 
“They’re all steel,” I pointed out, waving a hand at 

the many large pieces of metal scattered around the 
workshop. 
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“Yes, but this one feels more like it’s skin. The other 
ones feel more like they’re something else.” 

“I’ll take your word for it.” While I had some 
knowledge of metalworking, I often couldn’t see any 
difference in materials Elsa insisted were different. 

Elsa began to pace—stalk—like a caged tiger. 
“They’re at it again,” she said. “They’re going on about 
how girls don’t have a place in the sculpture scene. 
Making giant things out of metal is a man’s game.” 

“And you’ll enter the competition and prove them 
wrong.” 

“Like I’ve done every other time I’ve entered? None 
of this is good enough.” 

“You get better every year. And you are good 
enough. Art’s luck as much as skill.” It was, I knew, a 
fruitless argument. Trying to convince Elsa not to be 
overly hard on herself was like building a seawall. You 
might have some success to begin with, but nature 
always won in the end. 

“And effort, and time, and money. None of which I 
have.” 

“Money, maybe not, but you are putting in a lot of 
effort and time.” 

“Am I, though?” She waved a hand theatrically. “Is 
living solely on caffeine and staying up all night effort, 
or delusion?” 

“I would prefer it if you lived less on caffeine for the 
sake of your own health.” 

“I’m not having nearly enough caffeine for that to be 
an issue.” 

“Tell me that again after you’ve suffered through a 
day of withdrawal headache.” 

She rolled her eyes. “Come look at the thing.” 
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I looked at the floor. “I can see the thing.” The 
workspace was not large, and Elsa’s half-finished 
sculpture took up a lot of it. She had constructed 
intricate metal wings which lay spread across the floor. 
They were made of a metal with a sheen to it, possibly 
titanium, and each feather was individually detailed, 
with etchings marking each individual barb. The barbs 
had not been etched last time I had seen the sculpture, 
and this told me both what Elsa had been doing for the 
last several days and approximately how much she had 
been sleeping—which is to say, not at all. 

“I’m not sure what to put them on,” she said. “I 
know it has wings, but I’m not sure what else it has.” 

“And you’re certain it’s not a bird?” 
“Yes. It’s something else, something with fur. 

Something that doesn’t exist in reality. I can see that it 
has fur, but I can’t see the rest of it in a form I can 
make!” 

“Let’s think about it logically, then,” I said. “What 
do you have that comes close to mimicking fur?” 

“Hand-etching.” 
“Besides that.” The last time I’d left Elsa alone in the 

middle of hand-etching something that complex, she’d 
gone until she’d passed out with the laser etcher still on 
in her hand. I considered it a minor miracle the laser 
hadn’t injured her, and nothing short of astonishing the 
makerspace hadn’t kicked her out for safety violations. 
She seemed to have avoided doing this with the wings, 
but the last thing I wanted was to get her started on a 
new etching project when she hadn’t slept since 
finishing the old one. I preferred her to be alive the next 
time I saw her. 
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“They got a new tool,” she said. “It uses lasers and a 
filter to get some patterns… it could maybe do fur?” 

“So let’s get some scrap metal and play with that for 
a while. You can show me how it works.” 

She ducked out of her workspace and soon returned 
with something that looked like a flashlight with a metal 
grate set over the face. 

“Don’t put your hands in front of it,” she said. 
“That’s where the laser comes out.” 

“Uh, yeah,” I replied. 
“We got strict safety warnings about this one. Don’t 

turn it on unless you’re pointing it at the ground. If at all 
possible, put it in an anchored frame. And you have to 
be squeezing it with some force, as a safety feature, so if 
your grip loosens it turns off.” 

“How about we start with an anchored frame and 
you can apply it carefully to the sculpture after you’ve 
figured out what you want to do with it.” 

She laughed. “Safety, safety.” 
“I can’t care more about your safety than you do,” 

though it often felt like I did, “so please try to observe 
real safety precautions?” 

“For you, always.” She slipped the laser into a small 
metal holder screwed to her workbench and tightened 
the bars. Now it was pointing straight down, which to 
my mind greatly reduced the potential for accidents. She 
began to ramble, explaining to me all the fine details of 
how it worked. I listened even though I couldn’t follow 
more than half of what she was saying. Elsa’s art 
seemed to run on the same rubber duck debugging 
principle programmers used. Letting her explain often 
gave her ideas for what to do next. I was happy enough 
to be in her company; there was a light in her expression 
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that was too often absent of late. So I sat beside her at 
the workbench, occasionally made a suggestion when 
she said something comprehensible, and watched her. 
As much as I worried, the energy and excitement of 
creation was preferable to her dark moods. 

 
The next time I saw Elsa, she was sitting in the mess 

of her workspace surrounded by metal imprinted with 
various patterns meant to convey fur, in shapes that 
looked vaguely like she’d been making an animal. The 
shapes were different enough that I couldn’t tell what 
kind of animal, and none of them was an appropriate 
size to wear the wings. 

“It doesn’t look like it does in my head!” she 
exclaimed when she saw me. 

I dropped to the floor and sat cross-legged beside 
her, then put my arm around her. She leaned her head 
into my shoulder. 

“It never looks the way it does in your head,” I said. 
“That’s just part of art.” 

“Says the wormhole cosmologist.” 
“Wormholes are art! I am punching a hole through 

space using only math.” 
“And marvels of technology designed by generations 

of engineers.” 
I laughed. “But that’s the point. I take the things I see 

in my head and I put them on paper and then the 
experimentalists take them and poke holes until they 
find reality. You crash theory into the universe and you 
get back an ugly kludge that pokes holes in all your 
theories, and forces you to refine it again, and again, 
until you’ve gained new skills and knowledge. But even  
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when it’s ugly it’s still beautiful because it’s telling us 
something about the universe. I poke holes in spacetime 
for a living, and it never looks like it does in my head. 
But every time it doesn’t, that’s a chance to keep 
chasing truth and beauty.” 

“You are the only person I know who talks about 
math the way I talk about sculptures.” 

“Only because you don’t come when I invite you to 
my department parties.” 

She sat silent for a while, and then said, “I was 
supposed to be someone. Natural talent, young, skills… 
I was supposed to be someone.” 

“You are someone. You are someone who is sitting 
here covered in metal shavings making things you 
love.” 

“But I’m not good enough. I don’t know where I’m 
going with it. I’m not… not a true artist, not properly.” 
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“True artists never struggle with what they’re 
doing?” I asked tartly. 

“True artists make their suffering meaningful. Turn it 
into something beautiful.” 

I winced inwardly. I hated this particular rabbit hole. 
Elsa had bought into the ‘profound art comes from pain’ 
myth. I routinely pointed out how much more 
productive she was when not experiencing pain, but it 
never penetrated. 

“You make art, Elsa. You are a true artist because 
you make art.” I gestured at the wings. “By any 
measure, that is impressive.” 

“Impressive enough to make my name?” 
“I don’t know. I can’t know. There’s so much luck in 

art.” 
“I want to make my mark. I want all of this 

to mean something. I’m supposed to be brilliant.” 
“Brilliance is not the rent you pay for existing in the 

world.” Conversations like this were when I most 
wanted to curse Elsa’s family. They had taken someone 
kind and caring and creative and taught her that her only 
worth was what she produced, and I was left picking up 
the pieces. 

“No, but… I keep hoping this is just the terrifying 
and exhilarating time before I’m famous, where 
someday someone is going to take all our selfie vids of 
this time and put them in a documentary as an example 
of how human we are.” 

“That’s very specific.” 
She shrugged. “I don’t want to be an ephemera. I 

want to make my name.” 
“And what about enjoying your life?” 
“Art is not fun.” 
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“I disbelieve.” 
“Oh, it’s fun when I know what I want and I can get 

at it. Etching the wings was fun. Staying up all night and 
living on no food isn’t fun.” 

“I really don’t think that’s the fault of the art,” I 
pointed out. “That’s just how you choose to live your 
life. You could sleep regularly and still do art.” 

“I know you don’t approve.” 
“No, I don’t.” 
“I don’t know how to do it any other way. I don’t 

know how to be anything else.” 
“That’s what practice is for.” 
She smiled ruefully. “You know me. I don’t do 

anything I’m not good at on the first try.” 
“And that’s a character flaw to be worked on, not 

something to be proud of,” I said severely. 
She just laughed. 
I glanced around at the mess of attempts at fur. “Why 

don’t you show me what you’ve been up to?” 
“I’ve been trying to make fur! I can see it in my 

head, sort of a winged cat but more majestic than 
that…” 

Any cat that could wear those wings was going to 
be enormous and I wondered how she was going to get 
it out of the building, but she’d gotten larger things out 
safely. I listened to her talk excitedly about her art, as 
usual, but it was with only half of mind. With the other 
half, I was wondering how long this was in any way 
sustainable. I could be there for her, and I would, 
indefinitely. But this intense focus on fame was new, 
and so much of art was luck. I dreaded the thought of 
what might happen if she failed. 
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It was several days before I went to see her again. As 

much as I love Elsa, I try not to let worrying about her 
take over my life. I have classes to teach, a partner to 
spend time with, and a dog to walk. All of those things 
deserve my full attention. I’m not much of a maker, 
myself, but I do have hobbies, mainly gaming, reading, 
and keeping up with the latest in VR tech, which 
probably could be considered a subset of either gaming 
or teaching, depending on what you’re using it for. I 
don’t have driving goals like Elsa does, but that doesn’t 
mean I have nothing to fill my time. 

Of course, going for too long without hearing from 
Elsa is its own kind of worry. She might just be lost in 
the throes of creation, but she might also be having a 
real depressive spiral. 

My partner keeps telling me I’m not responsible for 
Elsa’s mental health, and most of the time I know that, 
but there’s this sense of responsibility that never quite 
goes away in the end. 

I could tell something was wrong as soon as I 
entered the workshop. While there was now one large 
chunk of metal shaped vaguely like an animal in the 
workshop, no work was currently being done on it. 
Instead, Elsa was lying on the floor beside it, unmoving. 

Panic flashed through me and I forced it down. Panic 
would do nothing to help her. I moved rapidly into her 
workspace and knelt beside her to check for a pulse. 

Her eyes opened as soon as my fingers touched her 
neck. 

“Stop that,” she said. “It makes me feel like you’re 
going to choke me or something.” 
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“You didn’t move when I came in,” I said. “I was… 
concerned.” 

“Because I’m lying on the floor?” 
“Because you weren’t moving and I wasn’t sure if 

you were breathing.” 
“Because inhaling too many welding fumes and 

dying painfully of internal chemical burns is definitely 
how I would kill myself.” 

I rolled my eyes. “I was supposed to know this 
how?” 

“I didn’t expect you were going to be here. Or that 
you’d see me lying on the floor and immediately jump 
to ‘clearly she is dead.’” 

“You’ve been obsessing about fame lately.” 
She sprang to her feet. “Yes. I have. 

That’s not because of a depressive spiral. And it’s not 
mania, and it’s not the ‘artists with bipolar must be 
lightly and delightfully crazy’ act the gallery people like 
so much bleeding through and getting too real, either.” 

“What is it, then?” I asked. 
She turned towards the sculpture, and when she 

spoke, her voice was barely more than a whisper. “The 
suicide rate for bipolar is one in five. There’s a family 
history of cancer. The odds are on me dying young, and 
I care about being remembered. I want prove I was 
here, to leave something behind.” 

“I’ll remember you.” 
“That’s different.” 
“You’re being awfully hard on yourself.” 
She smiled bitterly. “When am I ever anything else?” 
I had no idea how to respond to that, and we stood 

there for a long time in silence, as I turned her words 
over in my head. Her death had haunted my nightmares 
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for as long as I’d known her, as I watched her fight her 
suicidal impulses. But even when she was clinging to 
me in tears or insisting she was a burden to me, she’d 
always seemed very casual about the idea of dying. 
She’d never seemed frightened or even particularly 
bothered by the idea. 

“You’re a comet,” I said eventually. 
“What?” she asked, confused, and turned towards 

me. 
“From Starsail. ‘Make of me a comet / I’ll roam the 

farthest skies / Seek farther in night’s darkness / And 
speak to you no lies.’” 

She smiled and offered the response verse. “‘If you 
would wander freely / Then pledge you will return / For 
if you slip your orbit / Your light will cease to burn.’ 
Making a point, are we?” 

“Whatever gave you that idea?” I asked dryly. 
She laughed. “It doesn’t go away, you know. You 

can offer all the encouraging words you want and it still 
doesn’t go away. 

“Not permanently. But there are better days.” 
“I still want to leave my mark on something.” 
“I know.” 

 
Something about that conversation seemed to break 

the work open for Elsa. She was uncharacteristically 
vague about what it was going to be, but her mood 
improved and she seemed to be working on it without 
the same degree of difficulty plaguing her. I was 
extremely curious by the time the opening night of the 
competition came around. 
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Elsa had made sure I got a ticket and greeted me at 
the door when I came in. 

“Come see!” she exclaimed, nearly bouncing with 
excitement, and grabbed me by the hand and led me 
through the gallery towards where the sculptures were 
displayed. 

Towering over the other sculptures stood a 
tremendous winged figure. The front was an enormous 
cat done in shining brass, looking ready to leap off its 
pedestal and into the crowd. But as I drew closer, I saw 
that the back half of the cat tapered into a comet’s tail. 
A cat-comet, with wings to fly it across the cosmos. 

Beside me, Elsa was watching my reactions. 
“What do you think?” she asked. 
“It’s wonderful,” I said with feeling. 
I had no idea if this would be the thing that gave Elsa 

the fame she was after. But it was stunning, certainly the 
pride of the night. She might wish to make a name, to 
leave something behind. For me, no matter what else 
happened, my strongest impressions of her would be 
nights like these: the nights where the art was beautiful 
and the mood was joyful, where I could watch her 
smiles and laughter, where she shined bright enough to 
truly resemble the comet I had named her. 
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At the end of the end, 
We return to the cities, 
Leading our cows. 
Ancestor-made canyons 
Make us crumbs 
Awaiting a monstrous hand. 
Like the clustering sumac we avoid 
Sudden sections of bareness, of 
Clean 
Stone. 
Is this ours? 
We children of poisoners? 
We dare not look 
Where gnarled roots desecrate trashcans 
Like dice clenched in wooden knuckles; 
The subtle ripple of asphalt telling— 
No, we grind our neck bones 
Until our will buckles; 
We can’t see enough to feed this new awe— 
To stand next to that which is 
Grand. 
We revel in doorways for giants. 
Catching the glances of our cattle 
Unwillingly brought, patiently ignoring 
The broken, 
Browsing the succulent. 
It seems a vulgar joke; 
It’s as likely their ancestors built this. 
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Vestigial wings 
Atrophying pseudopodia 
& motley degeneration 
Of mixed metaphors 

She says I am loved 
Down to my last cell 
My innermost speck of star-stuff 
But I am feeling too evolutionarily 
Functionless 
To get out of bed most mornings 

She says she’ll build me a nest 
Of femurs & fossils 
Each their own kind of miracle, 
Madness 

Will you preserve me 
I ask, after I am dead 
The child-bearing bones 
I never asked for, 
The lumps of flesh 
In all the wrong places? 

Yes, she says 
& vows to sculpt an altar 
To my beastly beauty. 
Whenever votaries leave 
Profane offerings, the pangaeic dust 
In my mouth will turn 
To timeless gold. 
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